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Determination of Stone marten (Martes foina) and Pine marten (Martes martes) in natural 
habitats using camera traps

E. Raichev*
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Abstract. In the nature, difficulties with distinguishing of closely related species like Stone marten (Martes foina) and Pine marten (Martes martes) appear. 
Based on 280 photos a non-invasive method for determining the Stone marten and the Pine marten by camera trapping was performed. Sloping trees (similar 
to Leaning-Pole or Running-Pole) were used as a route for animals to pass with a purpose to be photographed. Honey and distal parts of bird wings were used 
as a lure. The camera was set to capture the climbing animal from the side. The coat coloration and scent marking patterns - proper species indicators - were 
clearly visible on daily photos. The night photos showed the differences in body proportion but not these in throat patch coloration. Profile photographing also 
allowed an individual determination based on throat patch shape and area.
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Introduction

Stone marten (Martes foina) and Pine marten (Martes martes) 
are medium-sized mustelid species. In Bulgaria the first one is 
widely distributed hunting object (Annex 1 of the PDPA). The second 
is protected (Annex 3 of the Biodiversity Act). For the purpose of the 
population surveys, the exact species determination of 
photographed Stone marten and Pine marten is needed when they 
co-occurred. Sampling hairs or fresh faeces is required for 
distinguishing these two species by DNA extraction in a lab (Riddle 
et al., 2003; Ruiz-Gonzales et al., 2008; Boitani and Powell, 2012). 
Genetic methods are more expensive and time consuming 
compared with camera trapping. In areas where only Pine marten 
occurs, camera traps could be used for estimating population 
density without individual recognition to be needed (Rowcliffe et al., 
2008). When both species coexist (Clevenger, 1994; Goszczynski et 
al., 2007), a problem with their distinction emerges because of the 
similarities in appearance (Bartolommei et al., 2012). When the 
cameras are set higher than animal path, the throat and other 
morphological features are not clearly visible. In these cases an 
opinion of experienced researcher is needed (Pamplin, 2013). In 
some cases, for more accurate species determination, a parallel use 
of DNA extraction along with camera trapping is needed (Rosellini et 
al., 2008). For estimation of American marten population density, 
Alexej and Siren (2016) used and offered a novel camera-trap 
method with baits to photograph throat patches. The throat patch 
shape is an individual feature. Its color however, can't be used as the 
most accurate and unique indicator for distinguishing Stone marten 
from Pine marten. Thus, throat patches in pine martens from East 
Ural can be yellow, orange or even white (Heptner and Naumov, 
1967; Nowak, 1999). At the same time in stone martens they can be 
white or pale yellow (Nowak, 1999; 2005). The color of throat patch 
could be misleading and its shape shows great geographical 
variation (Douna-Petridou, 1984). The features which define body 
proportions for distinguishing these two species were described in 

the earliest publications (Brehm, 1895). There are at least five 
features that permit unmistakable diagnosis of both species (Mayr, 
1999). One of the most detailed descriptions of marten's appearance 
was made by Heptner and Naumov (1967). The present study 
demonstrates a non-invasive method for identification the species 
by photographing from a close distance in profile. The obtained 
picture gives a clear idea for body proportion. In daytime the 
coloration of the throat patch is well visible. This method is based on 
old hunting traditions in Russia, Canada and USA.

Material and methods

Study area
The study was conducted on the south slopes of Balkan 

Mountains (Central Bulgaria) from July 2017 to February 2018. Five 
Keep Guard 690EB camera traps were mounted from 600 to 1600 m 
a.s.l. so both stone martens and pine martens could be detected. For 
conducting the observation, the places related to the scent marking 
reflex of the Stone marten (Peeva, 2015) and Pine marten along the 
predators' paths were selected as the most suitable. Sloping trees 
(similar to Leaning-Pole or Running-Pole) were used as a route for 
animals to pass with a purpose to be photographed. This method is 
similar to the traditional Russian trap called “kulioma”.  Each camera 
was set on an adjacent tree at about 1.30-1.80 m from the ground 
level and at a 1.5-2.0 m distance from sloping tree which entered the 
boundaries of “Effective Detection Distance” for pine martens 
(Hofmeester et al., 2017). Honey and distal parts of bird wings were 
used as a lure. The baits used by Roche (2008), Burki et al. (2010) 
and Van Den Berge and Couwy (2011) were considered 
inappropriate because of their ineligibility. These made of meat dry 
out in the summer or freeze in the winter (Aubry et al., 2012). The 
candied honey was spread on the sloping tree, and the bird's wing 
was suspended at its end every ten days. The camera was set to 
capture the climbing animal from the side. 
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Distinguishing morphological criteria
Among the many morphological criteria to distinguish Stone 

marten from Pine marten (Heptner and Naumov, 1967; Nowak, 
1999; Popov and Sedefchev, 2003), five were selected (Table 1).

Results and discussion

One hundred and fifty pictures of stone martens and thirty two of 
pine martens were obtained in summer, autumn and winter of 
2017/2018. The coat coloration and throat marking patterns which 
are proper species-specific indicators (Vercillo et al., 2003; Evans 

and Yablakov, 2004) were clearly visible on daily photos. The 
selected morphological criteria were also easy to recognize (Figure 
1). 

The night photos showed the differences in body proportion but 
not these in throat patch coloration (Figure 2). 

The growth of the winter fur could hinder the determination of 
body proportions. For example, pine marten's ears looked shorter in 
winter than in summer (Figure 3). However, the criterion length of the 
legs remained well distinguishable. 

Side photographing also allowed individual determination of the 
both species based on the shape and area of the throat patch (Figure 
4), called “bib” by some researchers (Rosellini et al., 2008; Cabrera, 
1914). On some pictures, the sex of the animal could be determined 

Table1. Morphological criteria for distinguishing general appearance of Stone marten and Pine marten proposed by author 
(based on Heptner and Naumov, 1967)

Stone marten

brownish-black or greyish coat, almost black distal part of the legs

 

completely white throat patch

shorter with more rounded tips ears

shorter legs

longer tail

brownish-reddish or reddish-chestnut (reddish tawny) coat, dark 

tawny distal part of the legs 

reddish, yellow or orange throat patch

more prominent and triangle ears

longer legs

shorter tail

Pine marten

Figure 1. Daily photos of Stone marten (left) and Pine marten (right) 

Figure 2. Night photos of Stone marten (left) and Pine marten (right) 



Figure 5. Red fox (left) and Brown bear (right) captured by camera traps 

Figure 4. Different Stone marten' individuals 

Figure 3. Pine marten in winter (left) and summer (right) fur
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depending on the body position vs the camera trap. 
Some difficulties in using of the method for distinguishing these 

two species could appear because of non-target species attraction 
(Alexej and Siren, 2016) (Figure 5). They could repel temporarily the 
target species or even damage the equipment.

Some advantages and disadvantages of the proposed method 

could be summarized. It is suitable for martens' studies, which 
exhibit mostly night activity. Obtained pictures allowed individual 
determination. The method is non-invasive, cheap and time saving 
for the researcher. It can be used to identify the predator that has 
caused damages to domestic animals (rabbits, poultry etc.) in 
villages. This could help in solving "Human-stone marten conflict" 
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(Herr, 2008; Peeva and Raichev, 2016). Only few factors could 
hinder the survey: appearing of non-target species and bad weather 
conditions like heavy rain.

Conclusion

The method of camera trapping on slopping tree is proper for 
determination of Stone marten and Pine marten in natural habitats. It 
could be suitable in support of other studies on species distribution, 
habitat preferences, demographic structure, activity patterns, 
olfactory behavior etc.  
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